RECREATIONAL DUCK HUNTING OPPORTUNITIES
Presentation to the Game Management Authority – Victorian Duck Season 2019

Rainfall:
Week ending 13th
Dec 2018

RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Implementation of the legislated hunting season be implemented without
restrictions for 2019, a full-length season with ten bird bag limit, including all
eight game species.
▪ Implementation of the Waterfowl Conservation Harvest Model (WCHM)
using scientifically robust climate, abundance and harvest data as the key
inputs with no modifications implemented for a period of five years to allow
for the collection of standardised data. (Sustainable Hunting Action Plan
Objective 4.1)
▪ Monitoring of waterfowl abundance in Victoria using all available methods
including aerial and ground-based techniques. (Sustainable Hunting Action
Plan Objective 4.1)
▪ Commitment to improving wetland habitat for waterfowl across the state of
Victoria. (Sustainable Hunting Action Plan Objective 4.2)

ELECTION PROMISES
▪ Letter dated 14 November, 2018, from
then Minister for Agriculture Jaala
Pulford:
“Labor will finalise development of the
Adaptive Harvest Model to improve the
way in which we assess duck and other
bird numbers and to inform duck season
decisions. The finalisation of this model
will be subject to consultation with an
expert panel. We will consult with you on
the membership of the expert panel. This
method will strengthen the scientific basis
and continue to take the politics out of
determining duck numbers.”

DUCK HUNTING IN VICTORIA
▪ There are approximately 25,799 hunters licensed to hunt duck
in Victoria.
▪ Increase of 2,083 (or 9%) since the millennium drought broke in
2011.
▪ Down 525 (or 2%) since 2017.
▪ 1,559 (or 7%) above the 10-year average of 24,240.

DUCK HUNTING IN VICTORIA
▪ The economic benefit of hunting has
been confirmed by an independent
study commissioned in 2013 as $439
million a year. Duck hunting accounts
for 24%, or $99.4 million of the total
Victorian hunting expenditure.
▪ Between June 1996 and June 2017
there has been:
▪ a 72% increase in the total number
of game licence holders,
▪ licences with duck entitlements have
increased 10% in this period, and
▪ deer hunting licences have grown a
phenomenal 365%.

DUCK HUNTING IN VICTORIA
▪ Duck hunting is regulated to ensure it
remains safe, sustainable, humane and
equitable.
▪ There is no scientific evidence that duck
hunting in Victoria isn’t sustainable.
▪ Reducing bag limits has minimal effect on
duck harvests, but a major effect on hunter
participation and economic benefit.
▪ All Scientific studies indicate that hunting has
no effect on waterfowl populations
(Kingsford, Webb, Fullagar, 2000).
▪ Decisions applied to game management
must be based on facts and data, not instinct,
intuition, ideology, politics or prejudice.

A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH?
▪ Where is the New South Wales
Department of Primary Industries
report 2018-2019 Annual
Waterfowl Quota?
▪ This report, based on an analysis of
helicopter and UAV (unmanned
aerial vehicle) surveys conducted in
February and March 2018, presents
abundance estimates and a
suggested quota for nine waterfowl
species.

A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH?
▪ Where is the South Australia
Department of Environment and
Water report Assessment of
Waterfowl Abundance and Wetland
Condition?
▪ This report presents the results of
the 2018 waterfowl and wetland
surveys in SA. A total of 81 wetland
sites were surveyed at the end of
October and early November 2018,
across four districts of southeastern SA.

A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH?
▪ Where is the Victorian Department
of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning report Victorian Summer
Waterbird Count, 2018?
▪ This report presents the results of
the Arthur Rylah Institute’s survey
of 144 wetlands across Victoria, and
has stated aims including providing
details on the distribution and
numbers of game and non-game
species on wetlands open to
hunting.

USING ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION
▪ All of these reports were designed
for game season setting. Their
absence is worrying and raises
concerns
▪ The Victorian counts and the
Victorian report must be used
▪ Field & Game Australia and Birdlife
Australia reports must be
referenced
▪ Both organisations have thousands
of volunteers across Victoria doing
waterbird counts, yet none of this
data is used for season setting, only
management actions.

WHAT WE KNOW
▪ All scientific studies indicate that
hunting has no effect on waterfowl
populations (Kingsford, Webb,
Fullagar, 2000).
▪ In NSW and Queensland populations
of game birds have tended to
decline, rather than increase, since
hunting was banned in 1995.
▪ If we know these things, why are we
here?

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
▪ Questions and Answers:
▪ Are we using all of the available data?
No.
▪ Are we using the best available data?
No.
▪ Why not?

DUCK HUNTING IN VICTORIA
Given that:
▪ no scientific studies available indicate
that hunting has an effect on
waterfowl populations,
▪ duck hunting has proven to be safe,
sustainable, humane and equitable,

Field & Game Australia see no reason
to alter the 2019 Duck Season from the
legislated duration and bag limits.

SUSTAINABLE HUNTING ACTION PLAN (SHAP)
▪ Sustainable hunting will be secured through sound research, habitat
improvement, working with hunting organisations on control
programs, developing a deer management strategy, and improving
data collection.
▪ Actions
▪ 4.1 Undertake research, monitoring and evaluation — by:
▪ developing a game species research strategy to better understand
the distribution, abundance and recruitment of game species and
the impact of hunting activity
▪ researching land and habitat management techniques to benefit
native game species
▪ tagging, banding and monitoring game to better understand
movements and breeding cycles
▪ assessing relationships between hunting seasons and local
ecosystems around hunting reserves
▪ implementing the Waterfowl Conservation Harvest Model to ensure
the sustainable management of game ducks.

SHAP - PROGRESS
▪ Actions
▪ 4.1 Undertake research, monitoring and evaluation — by:
▪ Joint review of the Waterfowl Conservation and Harvest Model has
been undertaken in conjunction with NSW DPI.
▪ This review was due to be delivered in June 2017 and is still yet to be
shared with the hunting organisations

▪ Initial review of Blue-winged Shoveler as a game species.
▪ FGA believe this review is the basis of restricting the hunting of Bluewinged Shoveler yet it has never been shared with the hunting
organisations or the hunting community

▪ implementing the Waterfowl Conservation Harvest Model to ensure
the sustainable management of game ducks.

EASTERN AUSTRALIAN AERIAL WATERBIRD SURVEY (EAAWS)
The EAAWS Wetland Index:
▪ Only takes into account an average of 811
‘surveyed’ wetlands.
▪ Climate data suggests that SW Victorian
wetlands may be under-represented as they
are not surveyed in bands 1, 2 or 3 and
received significant winter-spring rainfall.
▪ Also as noted, December rainfall events added
considerable wetland area after the October
2017 EAAWS to north-central Victoria and
south-central New South Wales.

EASTERN AUSTRALIAN AERIAL WATERBIRD SURVEY (EAAWS)
▪ Environmental watering in the Great
Darling River Anabranch (see right)
and the Hattah Lakes also created
considerable duck habitat apparently
unaccounted for in the process.
▪ Additionally, the EAAWS Breeding
Index is comprised of all species
(including non game) and likely to be
biased towards years when large
visually-obvious, colonial-waterbird
breeding events occur (ibis,
spoonbills, pelicans etc) rather than
relevant to widely dispersed duck
breeding.

CLIMATE
▪ We live in the driest inhabited
continent on earth.
▪ Australian waterfowl have adapted
to these conditions over millennia.
▪ Extremes in weather are
consistently raised as one of the
reasons for a modified hunting
season, yet in practice these
modifications only serve to
complicate the collection of data for
good game management practices.

CLIMATE
▪ What do we know?
▪ Large scale rainfall events (flooding) contribute to population increase,
conversely during dry periods breeding may be modified or greatly
reduced.
▪ Australian waterfowl have evolved nomadic habits to take advantage of
changing conditions in a continent with variable wet and dry periods.
▪ What don’t we know?
▪ Where do the ducks go during drier periods?
▪ “I don’t know where the birds are,” aerial survey team co-ordinator
Professor Kingsford said. “I think during these long dry periods a lot of
them die.” (The Weekly Times, November 7 2018.)

CLIMATE: RAINFALL DECILES FROM 2017 TO 2018
Where do the ducks go?

HABITAT AVAILABILITY: SALINE WETLANDS
▪ Victoria has 120 estuary systems, 83
of which exceed 1 km in length.
▪ Permanent saline wetlands support
a greater abundance of total ducks
than all other wetland types except
waste stabilisation ponds (WSPs).
(Murray, 2012.)

HABITAT AVAILABILITY: WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANTS
▪ Wastewater Stabilization Ponds (WSP) have been
found to support significantly greater species
richness, abundance and density of many
waterfowl species, as well as a different waterfowl
community to other wetlands. (Steele, Hamilton,
Taylor, Loyn, 2006.)
▪ Victoria has 198 waste water treatment plants,
representing 4,875 ha of permanent wetlands
habitat dispersed evenly throughout Victoria,
where no hunting is allowed. These provide
thousands of waterfowl important refuge. (DEPI,
2015.)
▪ The density of waterfowl is significantly greater on
WSPs than all other wetland types. (Murray, 2012.)

HABITAT AVAILABILITY: DAMS AND WATER STORAGES
▪ Victoria has approximately 450,000
dams.
▪ The size of these dams range from
major storages such as Dartmouth
dam (about 4,000,000 Ml), Lake
Eildon (about 3,300,000 Ml) and the
Thomson dam (about 1,070,000 Ml)
to small swimming pool-sized dams
on farms or lifestyle properties.
▪ Together, Victoria's dams have a
total storage capacity of about
13,400,000 Ml.

HABITAT AVAILABILITY: WATERWAYS
▪ Victoria has 3,820 named
waterways that total over
85,000 km. These rivers provide
ideal habitat for waterbirds, with
many of them feeding extensive
wetland networks
▪ Goulburn-Murray Water has
6,300 km of channels. All Victorian
game species have been observed
using the channel network,
although they are a favourite of
Pacific Black Duck and Australian
Wood Duck.

HABITAT AVAILABILITY: NATURAL WETLANDS
▪ Over 13,000 natural wetlands exist
across Victoria.
▪ The 2013 inventory of Victorian
wetlands recorded 23,739 natural
wetlands covering 604,322 ha, and
11,060 artificial wetlands covering
170,613 ha.
▪ Victoria’s Ramsar Wetlands total
306,859 ha.

HABITAT AVAILABILITY
▪ In summary, there are vast areas of
wetland and suitable habitat within
Victoria and across the country.
▪ Given the nomadic nature of
Australian waterbirds, and the
abundant habitat and refuge found
within areas such as WSPs, the
evidence suggests that habitat
availability, distribution and extent
is far greater than estimated.

RECOMMENDATION
Given that:
▪ there are vast areas of wetland and
suitable habitat within Victoria and
Australia,
▪ the vast majority of these areas are
not able to be hunted, thus
providing refuge, and
▪ modifying hunting seasons in
response to weather events serves
only to complicate data collection
for good game management;
Field & Game Australia see no reason
to alter the 2019 Duck Season from
the legislated duration and bag limits.

BLUE-WINGED SHOVELER (AUSTRALASIAN SHOVELER)
▪ Australasian (Blue-winged) Shoveler
(Anas (Spatula) rhynchotis) have a
very wide range
▪ Shoveler has not been able to be
hunted in Victoria since 2015
▪ Australasian shovelers are a lightly
harvested bird with current harvest
estimates indicating about 1% of
the 286,729 ducks harvested during
the 2015 duck hunting season in
Victoria

▪ The International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
categorise Australasian (Bluewinged) Shoveler as “Least
Concern”

BLUE-WINGED SHOVELER (AUSTRALASIAN SHOVELER)
▪ Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme Database Search results for Anas rhynchotis (Australasian Shoveler) gives
the following Maximum Movement and Elapsed Time Details:

Movement

Average: 403 km Maximum: 982 km
Band 10007873, banded in December 1959 at JOANNA, SA (-37 deg 6 min, 140 deg 52 min). Recovered after 10
years 6.0 months at VINEYARD DISTRICT, NSW (-33 deg 39 min, 150 deg 51 min) in June 1970 after moving 982 km.
Recovery method: FOUND DEAD, CAUSE UNKNOWN Recovery status: WAS DEAD AND THE STATUS OF THE BAND IS
UNKNOWN.

Elapsed Time

Minimum: 2.1 months Average: 4 years 3.3 months Maximum: 10 years 6.0 months
Band 10007873, banded in December 1959 at JOANNA, SA (-37 deg 6 min, 140 deg 52 min). Recovered after 10
years 6.0 months at VINEYARD DISTRICT, NSW (-33 deg 39 min, 150 deg 51 min) in June 1970 after moving 982 km.
Recovery method: FOUND DEAD, CAUSE UNKNOWN Recovery status: WAS DEAD AND THE STATUS OF THE BAND IS
UNKNOWN.

BLUE-WINGED SHOVELER (AUSTRALASIAN SHOVELER)
Blue-winged Shoveler Abundance 2014 - 2018
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RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Implementation of the legislated hunting season be implemented without
restrictions for 2019, a full-length season with ten bird bag limit, including all
eight game species.
▪ Implementation of the Waterfowl Conservation Harvest Model (WCHM)
using scientifically robust climate, abundance and harvest data as the key
inputs with no modifications implemented for a period of five years to allow
for the collection of standardised data. (Sustainable Hunting Action Plan
Objective 4.1)
▪ Monitoring of waterfowl abundance in Victoria using all available methods
including aerial and ground-based techniques. (Sustainable Hunting Action
Plan Objective 4.1)
▪ Commitment to improving wetland habitat for waterfowl across the state of
Victoria. (Sustainable Hunting Action Plan Objective 4.2)
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